Blog Celebration Extended! Share the Love, Earn a Shirt
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Thanks, those of you who have participated in our blog celebration so far. We’re going to extend the love through the end of February!

Plus, we’re making it even easier to earn a CPD “I make A difference” T -shirt. (You can see how it looks in an earlier post.) How can you get one? Let us count the ways:

1. Like us on Facebook, if you haven’t already.
2. Follow us on Twitter. Or if you already follow us, give us an @ mention.
3. Comment on any post in this blog.
4. Comment on any post on Facebook, or share it to your wall.
5. Share any blog post to Facebook, Twitter or another social network. The buttons at the end of each post will help you share automatically.

After completing one of these five steps, come by the CPD front office and pick up your shirt. It’s that easy.